Abstract
Introduction
Domestic livestock animals serve humanity by giving plenty of products including meat, milk, egg, honey, floss silk, wool, fur, skin, feather, intestine, work, amusement etc (Ertugrul et al. 1993 ). Moreover some animals have been and continue to be used for fighting by some mentally abnormal people. In various regions of the world there are popular animal fighting events including fighting of bull, camel, cock, cricket, dog, horse, partridge and ram (Anon 2014a). For centuries usually dog fighting has been principally enjoyed by men. Unfortunately, the popularity of this activity has increased. There was little initial interference from the law, since it was possible to fight two dogs in any hollow or shed without attracting much attention, for dogs fight with relatively little noise. They can easily be removed after the fight, carried away in sacks if their condition was likely to draw suspicion (Drable 2014) . For example in
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USA dog attacks and bites are not so common (Hussain 2005) . Although more than 20 fatalities happened each year in USA because of dog biting, there was no report that a man did during dog fight, but the dog.
Maybe the 20 fatalities because of dog biting seem as tragic but at least 8.000 humans were killed by other human each year which was 200 times more than dog biting deaths (Lockwood 1995 ).
Types of Fighters
There are three types of dog fighters including street fighters, hobbyists, and professionals. 
Law
Dog fighting is an insidious underground organized crime that deserves much legal and political scrutiny (Gibson 2005 ). In the USA dog fighting generates revenue from stud fees, admission fees and gambling.
It is also a felony in all 50 U.S. states as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Worldwide, several countries have banned dog fighting, but it is still legal in some countries like Page11 the dog to lose not only money, but status, and may lead to brutal actions against the dog. The appeal simply seems to come from the sadistic enjoyment of a brutal spectacle (Anon 2014c).
Conclusion
It is too difficult to understand that some people defend dog fighting. According to those abnormal people dog fights are necessary and should be carried out (Gasimzadeh 2014 ).This kind of people is rare in community but they are always present in the community and always will be. The most important thing to prevent dog fighting is inform related police or gendarme forces. Also penalties should be more increased.
